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On the incoming water waves against a vertical cliff
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Abstract. The problems of obliquely incident surface water waves against a vertical cliff
have been handled in both the cases of water of infinite as well as finite depth by straightforward uses of appropriate Havelock-typeexpansion theorems. The logarithmic singularity along the shore-linehas been incorporated in a direct manner, by suitably representing
the Dirac's delta function.
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1. Introduction
The problem of incoming incident surface water waves normally incident against a
vertical cliff, in the linearized theory was first investigated by Stoker [6J (see also
Stoker [7]) by complex variable method. Assuming that there is no reflection of
these waves, a source or sink type behaviour at the shore line was introduced, to
account for the fact that the wave amplitude remains finite at the origin. The
problem of incoming surface water waves normally incident on a vertical cliff was
reinvestigated by Mandal and Kundu [5] in the case of water of infinite depth. The
problem of obliquely incident water waves against a vertical cliff was investigated by
Chakrabarti I-1] in the case of water of infinite depth by using the commutativity
property of the differential operators appearing in the boundary conditions and the
case of normally incident surface water wave was handled as a particular case.
In this note, we have employed a simple and straightforward method, by using the
Havelock's expansion theorem to solve the problem of obliquely incident surface water
waves by a vertical cliff in both the cases of water of infinite as well as fmite depths. The
method of solution of the boundary value problems under consideration is based on the
exploitation of the logarithmic singularity of the velocity potential at the corner point,
where the water surface meets the wall in a rather natural manner, while applying the
expansion theorem of Havelock. The solutions in the case of the problems of normally
incident surface water waves are reproduced as particular cases.
2. Mathematical formulation
The problems under consideration are three dimensional in nature and these problems will be studied under the assumption that the incoming waves are incident
against the vertical cliff with an angle ~(0 < ~ < n/2). Assuming that the cliff occupies
the position x = 0, 0 < y < ~ in the case of water of infinite depth (x = 0, 0 < y < h in
the case of water of finite depth) in the Cartesian co-ordinate system and the fluid
occupies the region x > 0, y > 0 in the case of water of infinite depth, whereas, in case
of water of finite depth, the fluid occupies the region x > 0, 0 < y < h where y = h is
the bottom surface in the case of water of finite depth. If we also assume that the
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fluid is inviscid, incompressible, the motion irrotational and simple harmonic in
time, we will have the existence of the velocity potential (I)(x, y, z, t) such that
da(x,y,z,t)=Re(c~(x,y)e -i~'t+IKzsin') in the case of water of infinite depth (K is
replaced by ko in the case of water of finite depth, where k o is the real and positive
root of the transcendental equation a tan h ah = K in ~) (see Jervis and Taylor [4],
Faulkner [3]). Then under the assumption of the linearized theory, the problem of
obliquely incident surface water waves against a vertical cliff can be investigated by
way of determining the potential q~(x,y) [after dropping the factor e - ~ t + irz sinaifrom
the whole mathematical formulation, (see Chakrabarti [1])] which satisfies the
boundary value problem as given by
(i) the partial differential equation
024) . 024~

Ox 2 + ~

2,

- v q) = 0,

in the fluid region,

(2.1)

(ii) the linearized free surface condition
-~+K~b=0,
where K

=

on

y=0

K>0,

(2.2)

(.oZ/g, g the acceleration due to gravity,

(iii) the condition on the vertical wall
c3q~=0,
Ox

on

x=.0,

for

y>0,

(2.3)

x / ~ + yZ ~ 0 ,

(2.4)

(iv) the condition a t t h e corner point
~b---,In x / / ~ - + yZ

as

(v) the infinity conditions
dp(x,y)--,e -ry-i"~'

as

x~,

(2.5)

in the case of water of infinite depth. Whereas in the case of water of finite depth,
~b(x,y) ~

e-i~x cosh ko(h - y)
cosh koh

as

x ~ 0%

(2.6)

and
(vi) the bottom conditions
qS,IVqSI---,O as

y-*D,

(2.7)

in the case of water of infinite depth. Whereas, in the case of water of finite depth
O~b=0
Oy

on

y=h.

(2.8)

In (2.1) and (2.5), v = K sins and # = K cos~ in the case of water of infinite depth,
and v = k o sin ~, # = ko cos ~ in the case of water of finite depth, k o being the same as
defined earlier.
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2.1. The method of solution for water of infinite depth
From the condition (2.4), we have

c%~

x

~3x ~ x 2 + y2

for

x/~ +

y2

---,0.

(2.9)

But we have (see Friedman [2])
lim z

x~O X

x

+

y2 = z~6(y) for all y,

(2.10)

where 6 (y) is the Dirac's delta function and the limit in (2.10) is understood in the
sense of distribution.
Hence
lim ~b ~ lr6(y) for all y,

(2.11)

x ~ 0 tTX

which gives, after using the condition (2.3), that

c3--~= C6 (y) on x = 0, y >I 0,

(2.12)

where C is a suitable constant, which can be chosen as explained below.
The solution for water of infinite depth can be expressed as
~b(x,y) = e- xr - iux + 2 I | A (~) (~ cos Cy - K sin ~y) e- ~
/~,J0
r
2

x d~

,

(2.13)

where A(~) is an unknown function to be determined.
Using the condition (2.12) in the expression (2.13), we obtain

_ilae_rr__2 [ ~

2 vZA(r162
~x//~

7~ .J o

KsinCyldr

~2 + K 2

=- Ct~ (y),

0~<y~<~.

(2.14)
By Havelock's expansion theorem, we have
- iu

C=-2K

and

CA(0=

C~

,jr

+ v2

(2.15)

which gives
i~ cos
A(~) = 2 x / ~ 2 + vZ.

(2.16)

Substituting for A (r from (2.16) in (2.13), we obtain

qS(x,y) : e -x'-i~x + icos~ (~(r
--~

Jo

= Ksin ~y)e- r
x/~ + v2 (r + K 2)

(2.17)

which is the full solution in this case, agreeing with the one obtained by Chakrabarti[1] earlier. In particular, when ~ = 0, the velocity potential q~(x, y) for water
of infinite depth agrees with the result obtained by Mandal and Kundu [5].
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2.2. Solution for water of finite depth
Here we discuss the solution procedure in the case when the water is of finite depth.
The solution is of the form as given by
qS(x,y)=

e -iu~ cosh ko(h - y)
~- ~ A , e - ~ c o s k . ( h - y ) ,
cosh koh
n=l

(2.18)

where A.'s are the unknowns to be determined and k., n = 1, 2 ..... n are the roots of
the transcendental equation K + ~ tan ~h = 0 in ~. As in the previous case, we have
from the conditions (2.3) and (2.4)

ddp = C'fi(y),
dx

0 <<,y < h,

(2.19)

where C' is a suitable constant to be determined.
The expression (2.18) along with the condition (2.19) give rise to the relation
- ipcosh ko(h - y) _ ~ A , x / / ~~ + v2 cosk.(h - y) = C'6(y),
cosh koh
. =1

0 <~y < h.
(2.20)

By using the extension of Havelock's expansion theorem as required for problems
involving fluids of finite depth (see UrseU [8]), we obtain from (2.20) that

C'=---

i# 2koh + sinh 2koh
4ko
cosh2 koh

and

A,-

- 4 C ' k , cos k,h
(2koh + s i n 2 k , h ) ~ '

(2.21)

which gives
A.=

2ik, cos ~(2koh + sin 2koh ) cos k,h
~
~/k~ + v2(1 + cosh2koh)(2k.h + sin2k.h)

(2.22)

Thus the final solution is obtained by substituting for A. in the expression (2.18) for
~b(x,y). In particular, when ct = 0 the solution for the case of normally incident wave
can be obtained.

3. Conclusion
The problems of obliquely incident water waves by a vertical wall have been investigated in a very simple and systematic manner, in both the cases of water of infinite
as well as finite depths, by suitable application of Havelock's expansion theorem to
the condition on the vertical cliff and the singularity behaviour at the edge.
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